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INC: DETERMINE ENERGY REQUIRED TO FORM HEALTHY DRIVE BUBBLE

Determine Energy Required to form Healthy drive Bubble
Abstract: A new method of determining the minimum energy to form a drive bubble is presented. This
new method uses an on‐die drive bubble detect circuit to infer when the ink chamber is dry by
measuring the charge on the sensor plate in the chamber. The pen can be brought up to temperature,
and then fire a nozzle with various energy pulses to detect at what energy a drive bubble is formed. A
plot of the firing energy vs drive bubble detect signal is then used to infer the minimum energy to eject a
drop.

Typical in Integrated Circuit manufacturing the variation in circuit performance can lead to die that have
a spread of circuit performance and a method is needed to determine the minimum energy required to
eject drops. Most print systems can determine this energy by spitting multiple drops from many nozzles
and monitor the temperature of the pen. This is typically done by firing with more energy than required
and stepping the energy down and monitoring the temperature response. With too much energy, the
ink is ejected and the excess energy results in more heat in the die. As the energy delivered is
decreased, the die temperature response begins to cool until the energy in equals the energy out. If one
further decreases the pulse width (energy) the ink is no longer able to eject, but the pulse will heat up
the die once again. With this Thermal Turn on Energy (TTOE) method, ink is wasted and the time to
collect this information is several seconds.

Figure 1: Thermal turn on Energy Curve. The minimum energy for the Fire Pulse to eject
is close to 400 nano seconds.

With Drive Bubble Detect (DBD), the on‐die sensor can monitor the health of the drive bubble as
a function of the fire pulse energy. Since the DBD sensor is in each firing chamber, one can
select one nozzle to determine the energy required to eject ink. This reduces the amount of
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drops fired significantly from that of TTOE in which many nozzles must fire to get a thermal
response. The die can also warm to the print setpoint temperature with Drive Bubble Detect
Tun On Energy (DTOE) since the on‐die temperature system is not used as a response. The
DTOE method thus has several benefits (less time, less drops, constant temperature, better
accuracy). The DTOE curves will vary with ink and die architecture, so a robust method to
calculate the point for minimum energy is required.

Figure 2: DTOE Curve (blue). The DBD response is plotted vs FP Register setting (Energy). The
red line is based off an algorithm to find max slope of 6 data points. The green line is based off
an algorithm to find 6 data points higher in energy than the max slope with a high R‐squared
value.

After collecting the DBD counts vs firepulse an algorithm is used to find the point to call the minimum
firing energy. The algorithm finds the highest running slope, then finds a line with a high fit value (R‐
squared) that is towards the high energy side. The intersection of these two lines is used to find the
closet point or minimum energy to have a healthy drive bubble. The algorithm uses a running slope
method using 6 data points, but one could use more or less points to calculate a slope. Matrix algebra is
used to calculate the slope and intercept for the data points collected in a table format. Using JMP
statistical software the equations look like
–

Equation 1 : Finding Slope
•

If( Row() > 5, // Be sure 6th data point in data set is used
–

x = J( 6, 1, 1 ) || :FP_Register[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`;
•

–

// Setup X matrix [1 72 (highest row), 1 71, … 1 66], for the 6 data points

y = :DBD_Counts[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`;
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•
–

(Inv( x` * x ) * x` * y)[2];)
•

–

// Calculate or Solve for the 2nd row of output matrix (this is slope)

Equation 2 : Find Intercept
•

If( Row() > 5, // Be sure 6th data point in data set is used
–

x = J( 6, 1, 1 ) || :FP_Register[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`; // Setup X matrix [1 72
(highest row), 1 71, … 1 66]

–

y = :DBD_Counts[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`; // Setup y Matrix [Y1, Y2, Y3…Y6]

–

(Inv( x` * x ) * x` * y)[2];)
•

–

// Setup y Matrix [Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6] for the six data points

// Calculate or Solve for the 1st row of output matrix (This is the Intercept)

Equation 3 : Calculate R‐Squared
•

If( Row() > 5,
–

X = J( 6, 1 ) || :FP_Register[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`; // Same as above

–

Y = :DBD_Counts[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]`; // Same as above

–

y_bar = Mean( :DBD_Counts[Index( Row() ‐ 5, Row() )]` ); // Determine mean for the
6 points

–

B = Inv( x` * x ) * x` * y; // Solve for Slope and intercept

–

R2 = (B` * X` * Y ‐ 6 * y_bar ^ 2) / (Y` * Y ‐ 6 * y_bar ^ 2);)
•

// Solve for R‐squared (Fit of line)

Once the max slope is found, then find a fitted line of 6 data points that is higher in energy and has a
best fit using equation 3. Once this data point is found the corresponding Slope (equation 1) and
intercept (equation 2) is used to calculate the line with the maximum R‐squared. The point of
intersection of these two lines is then the DTOE value
–

E.g., Y1=M1 X + B1 (Highest Slope) & Y2=M2 X + B2 (High R‐squared fit at higher Energy)
–

Equation 4, DTOE = (B2 – B1) / (M1 – M2)

Using these equations, a representative table is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 : Showing the slope, intercept, R‐sq and DTOE counts.

In summary, using DBD data to determine the minimum firing energy has been shown with the example
above. This methodology can be used within the print system as long as the pen has DBD sensors.
Using the DTOE method will decrease the amount of ink spit, and a minimum energy setting can be
found in much less time.
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